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The historical overview is presented of genetic experiments in L.V. Krushinsky's laboratory in Moscow State University. L.V. Krushinsky stated the three-component concept of animal behavior. He claimed that animal behavior has not only innate species specific behavior and the learning ability, but should be supplemented by another mental category, reasoning the ability for elementary logic operations. Being rather lonesome at the beginning, Krushinsky got the spiritual support from D.K. Belyaev and B.L. Astaurov. The attempt to study the genetic bases of reasoning ability was performed in Krushinsky's lab using the trait "extrapolation problem solving", which meant the ability of an unexperienced naïve animal to find the food bait when it moved aside and disappeared from (not "in") the view. The selection for high scores of this trait in the hybrid rat population (Norway rat × laboratory strain cross) was started. Initially the hybrid rats solved this problem in the statistically significant proportions, while the animals from further selection generations demonstrated the dramatic increase of anxiety (in spite of extensive handling of these animals), which made further experiments impossible. Much later another selection experiment started in which mice of a genetically heterogeneous population were selected for high scores of extrapolation problem and concomitantly for the lack-of-anxiety signs during the testing procedure. This selection for a cognitive trait produced some positive results, although the direct response to selection was very weak. The data obtained show the intricate connection between the mouse ability to solve the problem and the processes of anxiety, which in turn looks as non-uniform by its nature and mechanisms. The data from experiments performed in classical genetics should be combined with the new knowledge concerning the role of single genes determining animal behavior.
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В статье кратко описана история генетических исследований в лаборатории, созданной Л.В. Крушинским в МГУ.

Л.В. Крушинский выдвинул концепцию, согласно которой поведение животного складывается из трех компонентов. Он утверждал, что это формируется на основе врожденных видоспецифических реакций, способности к обучению и элементарной рассудочной деятельности (т.е. способности к элементарным логическим операциям). Первоначально идеи Крушинского не встретили поддержки, хотя они нашли понимание у Д.К. Беляева и Б.Л. Астаурова. В лаборатории Л.В. Крушинского была сделана попытка генетического исследования признака "способность к экстраполяции". Эту способность обнаруживает не имеющее аналогичного опыта животное, когда оно находит приманку, которая, двигаясь, исчезла из поля зрения. На основе гибридной популяции крыс (пасюк × лабораторная крыса) был начат отбор на высокие показатели этого признака. Решение этой задачи в исходной гибридной популяции было статистически достоверным, однако крысы последующих поколений селекции стали обнаруживать настолько высокий уровень тревожности (несмотря на интенсивное приручение), что эксперимент продолжить не удалось. Позднее на основе генетически гетерогенной популяции мышей был начат другой селекционный эксперимент. Селекцию проводили одновременно на два признака: высокие показатели решения задачи на экстраполяцию и против проявления тревожности в этом тесте. В целом ответ на отбор был слабым – в начальных поколениях селекции мыши этой линии (ЭКС) решили задачу несколько лучше, чем контрольные неселектированные животные, но в более поздних поколениях картина стала нестабильной. Полученные при этом данные свидетельствуют, что существует тесная связь между способностью мышей к решению когнитивного теста и процессами, определяющими тревожность, которая, в свою очередь, представляется неоднородной по своим природе и механизмам. Результаты экспериментов, проводимых на основе подходов классической генетики, в настоящее время можно сопоставлять с данными по роли отдельных генов, участвующих в формировании и функции сложных нервных сетей.
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The notion of animal reasoning (or cognition) has rather fuzzy borders, as modern neurobiologists tend to consider as cognitive such behavioral traits as classical and instrumental conditioning, exploration and even habituation (Reznikova, 2007). According to some views, animal cognition is the capacity to use the learned skills in the new environments (Reznikova, 2007), and this assumption is based on numeral examples in the animal world. Although it should be mentioned, that animal cognition involves not only those traits, which requires brain plasticity (i.e., learning ability), but also the ability to solve the logic problems of different structure (Poletaeva, Zorina, 2014). These phenomena could be approximately subdivided into two groups, one of them being the “basic” cognitive abilities (including elementary logic tasks, spatial memory and orientation) and second category which includes abilities of a much more complicated nature (the concept formation, numerical competence, analogical reasoning, etc.). Molecular genetic techniques now permit researchers to change the level of expression in many genetic elements, including those which code for the important brain enzymes and regulatory elements. This makes it possible to elucidate (at least partly) their role in the signaling pathways, which are involved in the plasticity phenomena and in the cognitive processes of more complicated nature.

In the middle of 1950s, the first L.V. Krushinsky paper, in which extrapolation “reflexes” were described, was published, not in biological journal, but in “Problems in Cybernetics” edited by mathematician Alexey A. Liapunov. In the early 1960s, the scientific contacts of D.K. Belyaev and L.V. Krushinsky started, which gradually transformed into the real friendship and partnership.

The notion of “extrapolation ability” was developed by L.V. Krushinsky several years later. After pioneer works of E. Tolman in early 1930s (Tolman, 1932) the experiments of Krushinsky’s lab were one of the first attempts to overcome the dominance of pseudo-Pavlovian point of view, according to which animal and human cognition starts and ends in the domain of conditioned reflexes of different complexity.

Krushinsky’s concept of animal reasoning ability implied the subject’s capacity to apprehend (grasp) the empirical (physical) laws which function in the environment and which determine the connections of objects and events (Krushinsky, 1990).

Initially, although B.L. Astaurov and D.K. Belyaev shared Krushinsky’s views on animal reasoning, these ideas were not accepted by the majority of behavior physiologists: it took 10–15 years before these ideas gained attention. During this period a large experimental data base on reasoning ability in many vertebrate species was collected by Krushinsky and his colleagues, and outlined in Krushinsky’s first monograph “The development of animal behavior: Normal and abnormal aspects” (and the English version of this book was issued in 1990). This experimental work was difficult to implement, as the progeny of wild x domesticated rats needed to be raised in a manner that they did not fear humans (i.e., that they were tame), otherwise it was not possible to address whether they could solve the extrapolation problem. But the results were convincing. These hybrid rats (and their wild parents as well, although the samples were smaller as wild rats were too difficult to handle) demonstrated a statistically significant prevalence of correct choices proportion, and some of these rats were able to solve even the complicated task version (when the obstacle was introduced for the detour way of an animal). The scheme of rat extrapolation is presented at Fig. 1.

Comparative work on the extrapolation task solution was also undertaken in wild red foxes and farm foxes in Novosibirsk. As the fur farms in United States and Europe (including Russia) already existed for about seventy years, it became evident that behavioral differences in farm foxes (in comparison to wild forms) might exist and M.N. Sotskaya, a postgraduate zoology student, began work exploring this possibility. The subjects of her initial experiments were wild red foxes, either from zoo (raised in cages), or foxes which were bred from the cub age in children summer camps (where extensive handling and environmental enrichment had been provided). All foxes were able to solve not only the “ordinary” extrapolation test, but also the a version where the subject, in order to follow the invisible trajectory of food, was forced to move partly in the direction, opposite to food movement direction. M.N. Sotskaya next travelled to Novosibirsk and spent several weeks in extrapolation experiments with several dozen caged foxes (of different coat color genotypes). The results obtained were very convincing. All cage animals (including tame and nontame subjects of the important D.K. Belyaev and L.N. Trut selection experiment) were able to solve the extrapolation test at the nonrandom level, the proportion of correct choices in the farm
fox group was significantly lower than that of red foxes, and there were no indications that the farm foxes could solve the complicated version of the task.

The work in foxes and rats revealed important differences in the ability to solve the extrapolation problem. The wild forms were superior to domesticated ones. It was not possible to proceed with fox experiments, but work on rats continued. The individuals with the highest extrapolation scores were mated and the similar selection was performed among their progeny and the progeny of the next generation. The results were disappointing. Although rats from F2–F4 generation were able to solve the task in variable degrees, their behavior during these tests was largely affected by the elevated anxiety. This was the case in spite of the fact that these rats (derived from wild *Rattus norvegicus*) were handled extensively. They were not afraid of human hands and routine manipulations, including their habituation to the test chamber and the possibility to drink milk from the central opening (from which the food bait moved away disappearing in the left or right directions during the experimental procedure *per se*). But they showed the overt fear reaction as soon as the experiment started (the first task presentation), which made any further experiment impossible (Krushinsky et al., 1975). This selection experiment was stopped.

As it was demonstrated in further years, only few genetic groups of mice were able to find the position of invisibly displaced food reward at statistically significant non-random level. The extrapolation ability in mice with the *Rb* (8, 17) 1 lem (Robertsonian chromosomal fusion of chromosomes 8 and 17) was analyzed in more detail. The extrapolation ability in mice was tested using a device somewhat modified from that for other animals (Fig. 2). This selection experiment impossible (Krushinsky et al., 1975). This selection experiment was stopped.

There were three selection experiments for large and small relative brain weight, described in more detail elsewhere (Poletaeva et al., 1993; Poletaeva, Zorina, 2014), in which two mouse strains were created respectively (with more or less similar outcome in all three attempts). In these experiments the interstrain behavior differences were the following. The Large brain (LB) mice were more able to solve the extrapolation task, they also learned instrumental skill more efficiently while they were less anxious in EPM (elevated plus maze) and less prone to depression in comparison to Small brain (SB) strain.

The next step was the attempt to create a “smart” mouse strain via selection involving mating individuals who demonstrated high scores of correct extrapolation task solutions (EX strain) and comparing these individuals to mice of non-selected heterogeneous population, labeled CoEX (Perepelkina et al., 2011, 2014, 2015). The selection criterion was rather strict—the parents of the next generation should needed to demonstrate not only high extrapolation scores, but also the lack of anxiety signs when an animal was placed in the extrapolation test environment (Poletaeva,
Zorina, 2014). This was done to insure that animals do not display a “refusal” to solve the task (the not-approach the central opening for 180 s), or display no “null” responses, which means that animal drinks milk from the central cup, but do not approach any side opening for 120 s. Mice from first selection generations (generations F4–F9) solved extrapolation task in statistically significant proportion of cases (Fisher φ test), while control mice performance varied. At the same time, EX mice were less anxious in the elevated plus maze test (thus the selection for fearless mice was successful). However, starting from F10 onwards the stable EX prevalence above the chance level was no longer stable.

In these generations, CoEX mice demonstrated variable levels of correct task solutions, as well as variable levels of fear-anxiety indices (not always significantly different from those of EX mice). It looked as if the selection experiment had failed to obtain the expected differences in terms of the cognitive trait that was selected for.

It is possible that the initial selection success was inhibited by some unidentified factor, which prevented the improvement of the trait, preventing changes in the “cognitive” status of the selected EX strain using only the extrapolation task. As such, another cognitive task was used – the “puzzle-box” (or burrowing) test (see Fig. 2). In this test, the mouse is placed into a brightly lit compartment of a box with two compartments which have an “underpass” in the partition between these parts (Ben Abdallah et al., 2011). The animal can escape the brightly lit part using this underpass into the dark compartment of the same box. The underpass could be unimpeded, or blocked either by wood shavings or a plug (made from cardboard and plastic), which could be removed by the animal. The task performance was evaluated by the mean latency of the escape reaction and by the proportion of mice, which were able to solve the most difficult stages of this test – the two tests when the underpass was blocked by a plug. The performance of EX mice in this test was significantly better than that of CoEX) up to the present F17 generation (Perepelkina et al., 2014, 2015).

Successful solution of this test is based on the animal’s ability to understand the rule of “object permanence” (i.e., objects which have been in a certain place and still exist after being made invisible). This ability was classified as “cognitive” according to Piaget concepts (Zucca et al., 2007). The lack of selection success in the extrapolation scores in our experiment could mean that the trait “correct solution the extrapolation task” is rather complicated. The correct solution of extrapolation task requires an optimal constellation of various cognitive functions, thus respective genetic elements could not be easily selected for the “positive variants”. The analysis of variability of animal behavior in this task shows that in order to solve this task correctly the animal should reveal: (i) the relatively low anxiety level (fearlessness) in the relatively new environment of the test; (ii) the ability to remember (for seconds or dozens of seconds) the direction of movement of disappeared food; (iii) the ability to perform the quick approach to the respective place (to the new position of the food cup), which requires a simple logical (cognitive) operation. The subject has also be able to “resist” the innate behavior pattern to alternate the direction of search (Senechal et al., 2007) (in our experiments the direction of food movement changed according to quasi-random order and sometimes the food moved in the same direction, but not more than twice in succession).

Our data on EX and CoEX mice demonstrated that EX mice are significantly more tolerant to the novel environment in comparison to control CoEX animals. EX mice performance in the neophagophobia (or hyponeophagia) test, in which the consumption of the new food in the new, not frightening environment was estimated, was higher than in controls (Fig. 3) (Golibrodo et al., 2014). The Fig. 3 illustrates that EX mice from selection generations F9–F11 (thus including generations in which no selection success in the trait in question had been noted) were significantly superior over CoEX mice in number of approaches to the new food (a) and time, spent eating the new food (b). This means that reaction to novelty in EX mice was not inhibited (by fear). Similar differences were obtained for the further selection generations (data not presented).

According to technique used the reported extrapolation experiments were performed at a relatively rapid pace, which allowed animal to perform several identical tasks in close succession. As such, our analysis of extrapolation capacity in these animals concerns only the short time intervals/namely seconds or dozens of seconds (instead of dozens of minutes or hours). This means that the processes of short-term and recent memory could be involved, and these phenomena could be an important variable in the mouse brain capacity to perform adequately. Thus the respective analysis should take into consideration the variety of processes involved in memory trace fixation.

The success of extrapolation task solution is based on two main indices – the first one is the percentage of correct choices in a given group of animals at the first task presentation. This index is especially important as in these cases animals faced this problem for the first time (i.e., have no analogous experience), and so previous learning could not influence the solution. This index could be significantly different or not from the 50 % chance level. The cumulative data on six successive extrapolation trials are also an important index of ability to solve the problem as no instrumental learning for such correct solution occurred during this short series (and even during the series which included up to 30 task presentations, unpublished data). In general the ability to solve this
task (as reasoning ability index by L.V. Krushinsky) which was tested experimentally (and had been revealed in many species), emerged in situations in which neither instinctive endowments nor previous training could help an animal to solve it. This may especially be true for the cases, when the need to solve such task emerges accidentally and the general pattern of the problem is not similar to previous experience of the animal. According to A.R. Luria’s definition (2003) these are cases, when a subject has no “ready-made” reaction to respond, and the reaction should follow quickly.

Summarizing this text we should mention that our experimental attempt to select mouse strain with increased ability to solve the “cognitive”, elementary logic task is the unique one, judging by the state of published materials. There were successful genetic experiments when high and low learners of different tasks were successfully bred (Tryon and Roman lines being the best known among them) (Driscoll, Battig. 1982; Innis, 1992), but no data were reported on selection for high and low performance success in radial maze or/and Morris water maze paradigms. It is obvious that it was not by chance. At the same time numerous QTL data concerning spatial learning and memory and other cognitive traits are available (e.g., De Bundel et al., 2011). These experiments, most often performed in mice, have found performance success changes after gene expression manipulations (knockouts, knock-ins, etc.) suggesting that expression in these genes is important in spatial learning ability (Mohammed, 2000; Josselyn et al., 2001; Scott et al., 2002; Silva, 2003; Champaiaux, Changeux, 2004; McQuade et al., 2004; Powell, 2006; Ren et al., 2007; Duffly et al., 2010; O’Connor et al., 2010; De Bundel et al., 2011; Fujino et al., 2011) and some other traits as well (Braida et al., 2002; Dzwiczepsalski et al., 2009; to cite but few).

This bulk of evidences also suggests that numerous signaling pathways, acting in the interconnected brain structures (hippocampus, prefrontal cortex, striatum), are involved in “cognitive” traits phenotypes. These general genetic techniques (QTL, GWAS, etc.) have also been used to study the genetics of cognitive traits of different complexities (Owen et al., 1997; Shapiro, 2001; Milhaud et al., 2002; Nadler et al., 2006; Knowles et al., 2014; to cite but few). Other new approaches, including network concept (Dong, Horvath, 2007; Mizumori, Tryon, 2015) and optogenetics techniques (Kos et al., 2013; Allen et al., 2015) can be used to better understand these issues. Although it is also important to note that artificial selection as an alternative approach could also bring positive knowledge as animals of lines with low and high scores of definite behavioral trait are usually much better adapted than animals with artificially induced deficit or excess of certain gene product. The real perspective in genetic research in the field of genetics of cognitive abilities would lie in the comprehensive combination of classical and new methods of analysis.
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